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Logistics information 
 

1. General information 
- The supplier / customer arranges with BAG a delivery or loading date and  

receives a “Dispo-Number” and a fixed time slot. 
- The Dispo-Number is only valid for the agreed day and time slot. 
- The truck driver has to register on site with Dispo-Number at the fixed time 

slot. If the number is incorrect, or not valid, no loading / unloading takes place. 
- We assume that the truck arrives at the agreed time slot. Delays have to be 

promptly notified to our logistics department under +43-3322-43394-19. 
- Truck drivers have to follow the instructions of the BAG staff without  

exceptions! 
 

2. Opening hours for unloading and loading 
Monday to Thursday: 6.00 am until 6.00 pm (latest register time 5.00 pm) 
Friday:   6.00 am until 4.00 pm (latest register time 3.00 pm) 
 
Notice: The BAG can not provide parking for trucks (that also applies to the access 
road of the military base). Trucks arriving outside their time slots, can not enter BAG’s 
company area because of no parking possibilities. 
 

3. Capable vehicles 
The following vehicles are accepted: 

 

Beans: Semi trailer dumping behind, road trains dumping to the side, walking floor 
trucks 

 

Meal:  Semi trailer dumping behind, road trains dumping to the side, walking floor 
trucks 
The loading of silo trucks is only possible by prior arrangement with our  
logistics department. 

 

Oil:   tank truck 
 

4. Previous cargoes 
With each truck delivery/load the truck driver has to present the last 3 previous cargoes. 
If in accordance with ICRT (International Committee for Road Transport) cleaning is 
required, the cleaning methods or a cleaning certificate has to be presented. Please find 
more information in the database of ICRT (www.icrt-idtf.com). 
 

5. Other information  
Maximum clearance height: 4,1 m 
Gateway width:   4,0 m 
______________________________________________________________________ 


